




My New Spider Web Quilt!

To wrap up this year's 

Spider Web Quilt-Along 2014
I would like to share the how-to for making this larger web ...

Materials Needed:

http://scrapatches.blogspot.com/p/spider-web-quilt-along-2014.html


 
 

168 squares 2.5"
 

21 are needed for each of eight sections
 

 
2 yards of black fabric for web, backing and binding

 
40" square of batting

 
Method:

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-i0Y63LCimAQ/VFKW5ic0pLI/AAAAAAAAMYo/ptdd5uY5uCE/s1600/1%2Bsquares.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-LIn4d0KU7WU/VFKXEgh3uDI/AAAAAAAAMYw/GpKK7LgbvHw/s1600/back%2Bleaves.jpg


 
Piece rows.

 

 
Press seams open as you go.

 

 
Using your 45 degree ruler or lines on your mat ...

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-kpy7eEJXLFY/VFLtWFV6qBI/AAAAAAAAMZQ/so-dUnPVfNs/s1600/1%2Bpiecing.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-h37L5C_IFVE/VFLtjr0H_7I/AAAAAAAAMZY/jYEUplwCJZ0/s1600/1%2Bpressing.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-eb3lN6pzzSc/VFLt5dGkMEI/AAAAAAAAMZg/uSGotITQzTs/s1600/pieced.JPG


 
cut triangles.

 

 
Layout

 

 
Time to add the curved black web.

 
I cut 13" by 7" sections and used my Quick Curve Ruler or a plate to cut the bands.

 
I cut two 17" by 10" sections to cut then longer outer bands and sewed these on first.

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ShhTJfKtcMA/VFLwFmgfdBI/AAAAAAAAMaQ/TWBdqOGdY1E/s1600/trimmed.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-rEkysMTkmDU/VFLuKENRz9I/AAAAAAAAMZo/6xOz7zWDWgk/s1600/layout%2B1.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-5YLu-UhltAY/VFLvIjTAfbI/AAAAAAAAMaA/M1mzgOoZ770/s1600/cutting%2Bweb%2Bcurves.JPG


 
I cut the outer curve first as shown.

 

 
Then, using this as a point of reference, I cut my other curves.

 

I took photos and put them up on my desktop and checked each placement before I cut 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-2fCD1aS0OCA/VFKTX3qOsbI/AAAAAAAAMYU/-gwOaoJPjfE/s1600/cutting%2Bcurve%2Bouter%2Bedge.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-qG64-4L1h6o/VFKR7v-rHNI/AAAAAAAAMX0/fSs20HxBqZs/s1600/3rd%2Bcut.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Lc-eY-dGq_M/VFKSyZFWZKI/AAAAAAAAMYE/oe6DfQHjSO8/s1600/1st%2Bcurve%2Bcut%2B.JPG


It is important to cut each curve in the same place so the web will align.
 

 
Ready to sew ...

 

 
Sew the concave to the convex curves, easing carefully.

 
I use a pin to mark the center.

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-oB5X270Akho/VFKR631wMUI/AAAAAAAAMXs/wo2j_-rTshU/s1600/2nd%2Bcut.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-v9vsGBi13h8/VFKTDunL19I/AAAAAAAAMYM/rso_vm6Zv0s/s1600/triangle%2Blayout.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-8UByhcLUN2g/VFL3l2ZvraI/AAAAAAAAMbc/sAd6IpZdpYg/s1600/DSCN6679.JPG


I press toward the black.
 

Align your pieced and pressed units to the 45 degree line on your cutting mat
and trim evenly cutting off the extra black fabric.

 
Turn and trim the other side.

 

 
Top layout  ... ready to add black sashing web.

 
Cut 8  WOF strips 1.5" wide and sew to the right edge of each of the wedges.

 
Piece into two halves ...

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-mxDFF94gXlY/VFLwGP9XUJI/AAAAAAAAMaU/fVjMo5PpQoQ/s1600/trim%2B45%2Bdegree%2Bline.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-pfr9KT3-apg/VFLwSnAz8_I/AAAAAAAAMao/rXbim-D3Sjs/s1600/turn%2Band%2Btrim.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-IepRMbQx57I/VFLvoRGvfHI/AAAAAAAAMaI/efqMYIomJ6E/s1600/ready%2Bto%2Bsash.JPG


 
Sew one WOF strip to one side.

 

 
With your quilty helper sew the two halves together.

 
Prepare your quilt sandwich and quilt as desired.

 
40" square of batting and backing

 

 
 

I use Softy and Crafty poly batting which I buy off the roll from my nearby JoAnn Fabrics.
 

For most quilts I use cotton batting but this batting works well for the web 
as it is thin and holds it shape well without being too stiff.

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-wEHh3SGPYsg/VFLwU-AW1wI/AAAAAAAAMaw/aEcFO8QnDpM/s1600/two%2Bhalves.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-mbrZKGUg4aQ/VFLurTZC6uI/AAAAAAAAMZ4/4-2yj2RfJuI/s1600/late%2Bnight%2Bhelper.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-RZgEpaE-Ckk/VFLZiJM91KI/AAAAAAAAMZA/eHfyiIfKM2g/s1600/top%2Bbatting.JPG
http://www.joann.com/10oz-x-48in-x-18yd-poly-by-the-yard/9443037.html?mkwid=LR3arA2P|dc&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=&utm_campaign=Shopping+-+Sewing&CS_003=10131488&CS_010=%5BProductId%5D&gclid=COyOu_KQ1cECFQIF7Aodgi0Azw


I do not pin or baste or use basting spray.  
I smooth the top and baking over the batting and

I press the top and back of the quilt sandwich before I quilt,
being careful not to touch the poly batting with my hot iron.

 
 

 
I used Superior King Tut "Orange Zest" for this quilt and used my walking foot in the black sashing to accentuate the spooky

spider web.
 

I cut four 2.25" strips of the black fabric for my single fold binding.
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-B-MJgfPRfcA/VFLxh0RTP-I/AAAAAAAAMa8/0nl-ZBHFElw/s1600/quilting.JPG


https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-y--UwiyaIsM/VFLyflwIzZI/AAAAAAAAMbM/qcPYXbuqg7g/s1600/spider%2Bpumpkin.jpg


Spider Web Quitalong ~ Part 1 ~ Materials and Getting
Started

 

Spider Web Quilt-Along
 

No tricks ... 
(except the quilty "tricks and tips" kind)

... just treats!
 

Thanks to all who have posted kind comments and an interest in sewing my
 

Spider Web Table Quilt
that was featured in my "Wicked" Blog Hop post

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-KLIv9XgzmB8/UmhcoIGIsUI/AAAAAAAAIFw/znScCqohbv4/s1600/A+Spider+Web+Quiltalong.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-gOmBIgt-g6A/UmglZPbhK7I/AAAAAAAAIFk/ZkdbNP9qijM/s1600/1+wicked+web.jpg
http://www.sewwequilt.com//


HERE
 

I have had so much interest that I have decided to share a more detailed tutorial by holding this mini-quiltalong!
 

I will be adding posts on each step in the next few days, with the plan to have the entire project tutorial up by Sunday
evening.
 
This is the first time I have ever held a quilt along on my blog so this will be a learn as I go experience for me as well as for
those who are sewing.
If you have any questions, please feel free to post in comments or email me as we sew along. 

 
Materials Needed:

 

80 2.5 inch squares (two mini-charm packs, a charm pack, strips, FQs or yardage ... or just use up scraps!)
 

1/2  - 2/3  yard of black (for web sashing and border and binding)

2 inch black circle for the center applique
 

30" square of backing fabric and batting
 

a 45 degree ruler (such as a Kaleido Ruler) 
 (if you do not have one, you could try using a straight ruler

and the 45 degree lines on your cutting mat)

http://scrapatches.blogspot.com/2013/10/boo.html
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ufjGBl5TVgE/UlA_zmMsn1I/AAAAAAAAH_k/2L6-RhXMCsI/s1600/12+cutting.JPG
http://www.frommarti.com/kruler.shtml


a Quick Curve Ruler 
  (if you do not have one, you could try using a small plate

or other circle cutter)

Fabric Selection:
 

For your fabric squares, use a mix of lights to darks, small to medium prints.  I used three to four mini charms of each fabric
but you could cut from 5-6 fat quarters or 2.5" strips if you wanted a less scrappy quilt.

 

 
Lay your 2.5" squares out in 8 groups of 10 squares as in rows as shown:

 
Row 1 : 1 square
Row 2 : 2 squares
Row 3 : 3 squares
Row 4 : 4 squares

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/--3Vg5QxnLiQ/UlA_A8CIm9I/AAAAAAAAH_c/wEZeVxgUaoY/s1600/12+cutting+curves.JPG
http://sewkindofwonderful.blogspot.com/p/blog-page.html
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-12EKV3O2apA/UmhlOl76hyI/AAAAAAAAIGA/VeJpjV--Hn4/s1600/2+layout.JPG


Sew each section together by chain piecing the squares into the rows

and sewing the rows together to form 8 pyramids
 

 
I used my seam roller to press the seams open as I went along, then pressed all the pyramids with my iron before trimming.

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-LL1yL1lLQxQ/UmhmMK37-nI/AAAAAAAAIGI/ywINhVA90s8/s1600/1+chain+piece.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-8GXmjIzA-yU/UmhmglGOV0I/AAAAAAAAIGQ/5by__4hiW30/s1600/1+sewing+.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-TELRetlJfwg/Umhm804dd-I/AAAAAAAAIGY/mGbQxHqck8c/s1600/1+pressing+seams+open.JPG


 
Trim each pyramid into a triangle by aligning your 45 degree ruler in the center of the 1st row and making sure the 4th row is

straight along a line on your ruler.
 

 
This is the what your trimmed sections will look like in your layout.

Move your scrappy triangles around until you have
the arrangement you want for your web,

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-nsaRu49ZgOo/UmhnkT7ip0I/AAAAAAAAIGg/lOJKLe329CY/s1600/12+cutting.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-8wVhaFZjK3M/Umhn92fEnHI/AAAAAAAAIGo/aNdbxQeKQ3Q/s1600/4+layout.JPG


Spider Web Quilt Along ~ Part 2 ~ Adding The Outer
Border

Time to Add the Outer Borders!

When I was designing this as I sewed, I found a remanant of black mottled grunge type fabric in my stash of which I had
about 1/2 yard.

I had a very small strip left afterwards,  about 1/2" ... so ...
  You may want to allow a little extra fabric (maybe 2/3 to 3/4 of a yard)

 in case you have a cutting "oops" like I do sometimes
 and need to cut any of the pieces twice.

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-txGtb0FJCfA/Umlpb2FPNvI/AAAAAAAAIH8/luc8n7BOjfM/s1600/4+adding+the+web.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-wKldQWoXKp4/Umk0PLgiHhI/AAAAAAAAIHk/GkiiWChpS2s/s1600/1+adding+the+web.JPG


 I did "audition" other fabrics ... a black solid, white solid
and purple solid (Kona Amethyst was the perfect match to the purple in the Boo Crew blocks)

I decided at this time that I wanted  a spooky looking black web
 with white quilting thread. 

 I chose the mottled black as it looked just right with the Boo Crew.
Your fabrics may pop with a different color web so try other ideas and pick the effect that looks best to your designer eye.

 

My quilty kitties and I used strips, sewed and cut afterwards.
 If you are comfortable with this method of piecing, then sew for it ...

 

allowing about 6" between the triangles for the outer points of the web.
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-8hmm_0JDT8Q/Umk09IqiEqI/AAAAAAAAIHs/iDy022156A4/s1600/DSCN2332.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-53HgGbIoCNg/UmlqgDAD3sI/AAAAAAAAIIE/EXBT9MLZKrg/s1600/1+quilty+kitties.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-obXKmPZ18IA/Umlu0g-p35I/AAAAAAAAIIg/A_d9skzSnCk/s1600/3+adding+the+web.JPG


For these instructions, though,  
 

I am going to recommend that you ...
 

Cut:  4.5" strips
 

(for 40" WOF fabric you will need 3 strips)
 

and then
 

Subcut: 8 rectangles,  4.5" by 12.5" each.
 

Center each triangle on the strips an sew.
 

Press seams open as for squares.
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-XG9HEkLddkg/UmlsI77uocI/AAAAAAAAIIM/MrisBSuCepI/s1600/2+adding+the+web.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-iTkaHjf1fBc/Umlsgm7eMjI/AAAAAAAAIIU/QrQhGpuMr6Q/s320/DSCN2343.JPG


Spider Web Quilt-Along ~ Part 3 ~ Cutting and Sewing
the Spider Web Curves

Time to Cut and Piece Some Curves!
I used my Quick Curve Ruler,  but this could be done with a small plate.

If you have a preferred curve ruler, this may work as well.
 

To learn how best to cut and sew with the QCR,
 I am going to refer you to this link from Jenny @ Sew Kind of Wonderful who developed this quilting ruler:

 

Quick Curve Ruler Tutorial Videos 
 I watched these several times and read all the instructions that came with the ruler before I cut and sewed that first time

 and found them to be very helpful.
I do not cross my hands over each other, as Jenny does when she holds the curved pieces for stitching as it does not feel

natural to me.
 Try different ways of holding and feeding the curves

 to find what works best for you.
 Sew a few practice scrap curves if you are using this ruler for the first time for this Spider Web Project until you feel ready to

go.
 

Then ready, set, cut and sew!

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-diUxGIAaarg/UmmuEx5RFAI/AAAAAAAAIJA/k7GPKook4rA/s1600/6+adding+the+web.JPG
http://sewkindofwonderful.bigcartel.com/product/urban-abacus
http://sewkindofwonderful.blogspot.com/p/blog-page.html
http://sewkindofwonderful.blogspot.com/p/blog-page.html


  1st cut
First, align your ruler in the center and along a straight line

on your black border.  Cut!

You will have 8 of these crescents
These are not scrap!

You will be cutting and using these for the curved webbing:

1st cut this crescent into two long curved strips.
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-pkKbz5QsiGc/Umm4UCLYltI/AAAAAAAAILU/bj1pUdLw4oE/s1600/1st+cut.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-sWKTp72dAbQ/Umm_IcmyTXI/AAAAAAAAIMY/l2tI3o2tGrg/s1600/QCR+to+cut+.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-F3UNU3YBWCg/Umm6HjoGOSI/AAAAAAAAILs/SqMwMR3tP9Y/s1600/2+strips.JPG


Then cut a tiny curve off the bottom of the small piece.
 

you can also cut these pieces by folding in half
and placing the center of the ruler on the fold.

Time to cut the triangles!
This is the cut that took the longest for me on the first one until I felt ready to pick up the rotary cutter.

Find the middle of your triangle and place the curve of the ruler over the section with three pieces.
Align a mark on the ruler with a straight seam.

I used the bottom seam to align this cut.
You want to avoid cutting the seams,

but you can make this cut anywhere else in this section really.

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-zY4dRol8r2k/Umm6I15uD0I/AAAAAAAAILw/DcB2kbyNw08/s1600/cut+from+scraps.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-HN8kvUOD94I/Umm6Vbyf6ZI/AAAAAAAAIL8/v91M6AlDddw/s1600/folded+to+cut.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-AvJWR1D6Fjs/Umm4mstM7_I/AAAAAAAAILg/_TACPqPtM9k/s1600/2nd+cut.JPG


Just pick the same place on each triangle.
I aligned the edges of the curve just above the seam line.

... and cut!

last curve cut!
Place the ruler on the section with two pieces, find the center,

align the ruler on a straight line.
I used the top seam for aligning my ruler for this cut.

 Repeat for each triangle section and lay your pieces by your machine

as in the above photo.
 

Start sewing by turning the longest curved strip over onto the outside piece, right sides together.
 Match the middles of this pieces by folding the pieces in half and lining up the fold marks.

 (Sorry I forgot to take a picture of this one)
 

You can pin this part if you want but I did not pin at this time.
 

For the next seam, you may want to pin.  I did ...
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-LUmcAcbLgKs/Umm5TJEFmTI/AAAAAAAAILk/b8UQJla0hRI/s1600/3rd+cut.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-ZakbZmiQfmo/Umm2ddYaguI/AAAAAAAAIKM/61SnSu08jk0/s1600/1+cut+and+stacked.JPG


try to line up the seams on the cut charms as closely as possible.
 Pin as needed ...

 

Remove pins as you sew!

 Add the inside smaller curved piece in the same manner.
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-mT_dRqbt9g4/Umm29mZymnI/AAAAAAAAIK0/r4JDBe1XYy4/s1600/1+matching+lines.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-9Ru7GnOvZvE/Umm3OWmBnCI/AAAAAAAAIK8/61BtAjedX_0/s1600/1+pinning+matched+points.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-_HAwadK4O04/UmnDKOpBgsI/AAAAAAAAIMg/RF0_DfaovFs/s1600/adding+next+strip.JPG


Fold over, sew; then fold open.
Turn the small tip of the triangle over the sewn piece and sew again.

Your triangle units will now look like this.

I pressed toward the black strips for these seams.

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-MfCMJJHQlbc/UmmuFBTEv-I/AAAAAAAAIJE/MvUJllM7n-g/s1600/5+adding+the+web.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ZDzzOjbtzr4/Umm3QTU6ZZI/AAAAAAAAILE/wpxl9LwP4EU/s1600/1+sewn+unit.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-jFj5f_Z7l0w/Umm7xjmgeXI/AAAAAAAAIMQ/Ooi9q-eEVac/s1600/cut+and+trimmed+triangle.JPG


Trim each of the 8 triangle units.

As you can see, in this one the cut charm squares do not line up "perfectly."  

I do not sew "perfect" but I try to sew "good."

If this bothers you, pick out your seam and resew.

I only did this for maybe one or two matched seams.

This was one of them ...

I actually "fixed" this one by picking out a few threads and realigning and sewing again, although it still is not quite "perfect."

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-uVU9ruEEFkU/Umn1xuMPYoI/AAAAAAAAIMw/4_8NIYvAjUM/s1600/Fixed.JPG


Spider Web Quilt-Along ~ Part 4 ~ Sashing and Piecing
the Web

Weaving the Web

Time to add the black sashing strips and to piece and finish the top!

From your border and webbing fabric cut:  1 and 1/4" inch strips 

The number of strips you will need will depend upon the WOF. 

You will be sewing one strip to one side of each triangle so you will need 8 strips.

Cut one strip and gage how long it needs to be for your web, allowing 2" beyond the edges of both the center and the outer
edge of your triangles, so that you will have nice web points on the outer edge and enough to sew the center point of the web.

Cut strips and cut them to size as you sew ...

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-xZWlAOpvoa8/Umr97fYKGMI/AAAAAAAAIOg/29Z3bb-aWuY/s1600/1+piecing+close+up.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-bumjElXCgjk/UmsCa2zUkII/AAAAAAAAIOs/_SAw8VvQDC8/s1600/3+black+sashing.JPG


Add one strip to the left side of your triangle unit as shown above.

Fold the right side over the left triangle and align the curved we,
 pinning these intersections.

Remove pins as you sew.

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-yNcwTcLCHTM/UmmuRUNlftI/AAAAAAAAIJc/p87p72CZMGk/s1600/7+adding+the+web.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-03hezN9uczM/Umr3TGkpOcI/AAAAAAAAINA/jXRQ_kuAXkI/s1600/pin+to+align.JPG


Your web pieces will look like this,
Sew a black strip to the left side and add two more triangle units in this manner to form a half of your web.

This is one half.
 In this photo I have already trimmed the inside center point of the black strips where they meet to form the hub of the web.

 Notice that there is no black sashing on the bottom of this half.

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-5A-_xr1LhKM/Umr3oHIcQBI/AAAAAAAAINI/HR60CY9EQPE/s1600/8+adding+the+web.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-XS4LwWxgkI0/Umr4ZDy_Q4I/AAAAAAAAINQ/mFFjp6x7tZ8/s1600/1+half+front.JPG


This is what the pressed back of the half looks like. 
I pressed the pieced triangles toward the black sashing.

Sew the second half in the same manner.
Add a long 1 and 1/2" strip to one long side of one half.

This will connect the two halves neatly
and make the center seam

less bulky

Sew the two halves together.

I am sorry my camera battery needed recharging
and I did not take photos of these steps.

For my center I cut a little white spider from a scrap piece of this fabric:

my circle was about 2 inches round

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-WI5G7YhuHag/Umm23djJBJI/AAAAAAAAIKo/uHq3RGWC3i8/s1600/1+half+back.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-E6pbId9invI/Umr9bV3BGAI/AAAAAAAAIOY/Xz_4mOZC_8Q/s1600/adding+the+spider+1.JPG


 to add  a nice touch to my web

I cut a smaller circle of batting and folded the fabric circle over the edge and inserted my needle here to hide the knot. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-61kfuaC17E8/Umr7vX7TZFI/AAAAAAAAIOE/W2c2pMvyIjM/s1600/DSCN2397.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-NG_YZjsSUAM/Umr9alWXOXI/AAAAAAAAIOQ/2xtMLe5hPfA/s1600/adding+the+spider+2.JPG


Then I folded the rest of the edge under as I sewed it to the web,
by inserting my needle through the back edge to hide my stitches ...

... as I sewed around the circle

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-LLGAHKTK9fE/Umr7hqhQKoI/AAAAAAAAINs/ra4oGrYxpw4/s1600/DSCN2399.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-DZ6DZkhckD8/Umr41THS5KI/AAAAAAAAINY/YRFRCPPHDKg/s1600/1+needle+turn+applique.JPG


The batting circle gave my spider a nice little cushion.

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4AOPcl9h6B4/Umr7rGpr_HI/AAAAAAAAIN8/eUwy36NLRMM/s1600/DSCN2402.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Ds23qVfNuT0/UmsDsByQrzI/AAAAAAAAIO0/89yBTXLR2iI/s1600/no+purple+edge.JPG


Spider Web Quilt-Along ~ Part 5 ~ Quilting, Binding &
Finshing!

 

Time to Quilt!
 

Measure your web from point to point to determine your backing size.
 

I cut a 30" square of black backing fabric.
 

Then I cut a piece of batting the same size.
 

I used a stiffer polyester batting for this one to help give the points stability: "Soft and Bright" by Warm Company. 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-EGbbB-r8n4U/UmvGChhPJwI/AAAAAAAAIQ8/v0S-ZngfIcg/s1600/DSCN2583+%25282%2529.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-zZI8BSN6Jb0/UmvEv-B9epI/AAAAAAAAIPM/WaQxq26jD1E/s1600/1+pinning.JPG


 
My quilting thread was this spool of

Superior "Nite Lite"
which is a glow-in-the-dark polyester thread.

 

 
I usually use Superior "King Tut" Cotton or Aurifil Quilting weight cotton for quilting.  This was the first time I used

polyester thread and it worked well with my regular Microtex Quilting needle.
 

 
First I quilted the spokes outward from the center. 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-A2MijL7vc2A/UmvFB-eWAgI/AAAAAAAAIPs/wAY2CuXuFsQ/s1600/1+thread.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-A07UQwbRjSY/UmvFCT-parI/AAAAAAAAIPw/96_1uoWUD2E/s1600/1+quilting.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-pI6qEzcNnRA/UmvF9AWD99I/AAAAAAAAIQw/jlXMYr1WjVs/s1600/DSCN2581.JPG


Then I quilted around the center circle applique and then
I  quilted each curve of the web.

 

 
I stopped and lifted my walking foot and turned the quilt

to re-align for each arc of the web. 
 

 
After sewing the inside curves of the web,
I cut the eight sides of my quilt straight.

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-tXs-COKhUpc/UmvFU76LdKI/AAAAAAAAIQA/89DKjrn3-hw/s1600/2+quilting.JPG
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-O-JsSns9ALs/UmvGNk4CiNI/AAAAAAAAIRI/455Qd9ST51s/s1600/DSCN2584.JPG
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-3tAnQlkU_74/UmvGC6KyZAI/AAAAAAAAIRA/gya0y67cG3I/s1600/DSCN2582.JPG


 
The I added the outside quilting lines in the outer border.
I marked the inner and outer points on the first curve and

stitched removing the pins as I went.
 

 
After the first curve I just eyeballed the inside center point for the curve by looking for the seams of the charms.

 

 
The quilting is done!

I like the simple straight lines of this web.
You may want to add more lines

or do your own quilting design on your quilt.
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I measured my points at this time to make sure they were a even length

and I put one pin to mark the correct length for each point
and I cut the points to 1" beyond the pin, as needed,

removing the pins as I went around the sides.
 

 
To prepare the quilt for binding,

cut the curves for the web using the Quick Curve Ruler or whatever you have been using to cut the curves.
I cut 1/4" beyond the edge of the black border fabric.
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Front
 

Back

 
Ready for Binding!

 

Binding strips

Cut binding strips from your front border fabric or your choice of binding fabric:
 

1 and 1/2" strips ... I cut 3 WOF strips and had plenty.
 

Sew your binding strips together into one long strip.
 

I did a single fold binding.
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Sew  your binding to the front of your quilt, starting at one point,around using a 1/4" seam from the edge of your border

fabric
 

 
Ease your curves gently without stretching the binding strips.

At the points, make a fold to match the lines
of the points; mine was about a 60 degree fold.
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Fold the binding over to the back, pinning the corners
or using binding clips according to your usual method

 

 
hand sew the binding to the back using an invisible hem stitch

Remove pins as you go.
 

 
Done! 
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And Fun!
 

 

Thank you for following along my
Spider Web Quilt Tutorial!
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